
WIRELESS ACCESS TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Access to our wireless Internet network (“Network”) is completely at 
the discretion of Niagara Convention & Civic Centre Inc. (“Centre”), 
operating as Scotiabank Convention Centre.  

These terms and conditions (“Network Terms”) apply to the use of our 
Network by guests, clients, and the Internet community. By using our 
Network, you represent, warrant and covenant that you are of the legal 
age of majority and are lawfully able to accept these Network Terms. If 
you are under the age of 18, your parent or legal guardian accepts and 
agrees to the Network Terms on your behalf before you use the 
Network.  

Access to our Network may be blocked, suspended, or terminated at 
any time for any reason including, but not limited to, violation of these 
Network Terms, actions that may lead to liability for Niagara 
Convention & Civic Centre Inc., disruption of access to other users or 
system services, and violation of applicable laws or regulations. You 
agree that you shall only use our Network for lawful and moral 
purposes. 

Breach of Terms of Use 
If you breach any provision of these Network Terms, damage the 
Network, interfere with the Network, modify or attempt to modify any 
software or hardware used by this Network, or subvert or attempt to 
subvert any security devices that the Centre has installed for this 
Network, then the Centre may terminate your right to use the Network, 
for any such length of time the Centre considers appropriate. In 
addition, your breach, damage, interference, modifications or security 
subversion may result in civil or criminal proceedings being 
commenced against you. The Centre reserves the right, but shall have 
no obligation, to investigate your use of the Network in order to 
determine whether a violation of these Network Terms has occurred or 
to comply with any applicable law, regulation, legal process or  
governmental request. 

Accuracy of Registration 
You represent and warrant that: (a) all of the information provided by 
you to the Centre in order to log onto the Network is correct and 



current; and (b) you are not prohibited by any law, order or judgment 
(whether civil or criminal) from accessing the Internet. 

Consideration 
You acknowledge and agree that these Network Terms are supported 
by reasonable and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of 
which are hereby acknowledged. Without limiting the foregoing, you 
acknowledge and agree that such consideration includes your use of 
the Network and receipt of data, materials and information available at 
or through the Network.  

Use of the Network
You agree that the Network may only be used for your own, non-
commercial, personal or private educational purposes, provided that 
the Network is not modified and that copyright and other intellectual 
property notices are not interfered with, altered, obscured, added to 
or deleted. The Centre reserves the sole and absolute right to revoke 
such network privileges at any time without prior notice to you, and 
any use by you shall be discontinued immediately upon such 
revocation from the Centre. 

You are specifically prohibited from using this Network, including any 
of the features, tools and services on this Network, for any reason 
whatsoever other than for its intended purpose, or to transmit through 
this Network any materials, content or images that either causes any  
harm to any person or that is illegal or otherwise unlawful, including 
any hateful harassing, pornographic, morally offensive, racist, criminal, 
quasi-criminal, obscene, profane, defamatory, libelous, threatening 
content which constitutes or may encourage conduct that would be 
considered a criminal offense, give rise to civil liability, promote the 
excessive, irresponsible or underage consumption of alcohol, or 
otherwise violate any law or regulation including copyright and 
trademark laws, the laws of privacy and publicity, and applicable 
communications regulations and statutes. 

Parents Supervising Internet Use of Minor Children
The Centre recognizes the concerns about the potential harm caused 
to minor children when they are exposed to criminal, obscene or hate 
material on the Internet. Therefore, the Centre uses reasonable efforts 
to prevent access to these types of material by providing a filtered  



wireless network. However, filtering is not a perfect system. Therefore, 
the supervision of minor children using the Network is the responsibility 
of their parents or guardians. Parents and guardians are expected to be, 
and shall be responsible for providing guidance and control of a minor 
child’s access to and use of email and the Internet while connected to 
the Network. Any restriction or prohibition of a minor’s access and use 
of the Network (that is beyond the scope of these Network Terms) shall 
be the responsibility and liability of the minor child’s parent or guardian.

Public Use 
Your access to the Network will be obtained from within a public 
shared space, and you must not display materials on this Network 
which, in the opinion of any Centre staff, are unlawful, obscene, abusive 
or otherwise objectionable. You will immediately comply with all 
directions from Centre staff to stop accessing and displaying any such 
material. The Centre assumes no responsibility for the security or 
privacy of any online transactions you conduct. 

Security 
The Centre does not provide encryption or other security measures to 
protect your system or any information you send or receive over the 
Internet. As with any Internet connection, there is no inherent security. 
The Centre cautions you to use prudence in your transmission of 
confidential or sensitive information over the Internet. 

Compliance with Laws 
You represent, warrant and covenant that in accessing and using the 
Network you shall comply with all applicable laws, rules, regulations and 
by-laws of Canada or the country in which you reside, including those 
relating to the Internet, data, e-mail, privacy, and the transmission or 
exporting of data from Canada or the country in which you reside. 
Furthermore, you represent, warrant and covenant that you are not 
located, a resident of or domiciled in any country or jurisdiction that the 
Centre is prohibited from communicating with and you agree that you 
shall not access this Network from such country or jurisdiction, 
including any jurisdiction that is on the Area Control List of the Exports 
and Imports Permit Act of Canada. 



Disclaimers
1. General Disclaimer. You agree and accept that the Centre denies

and disclaims any and all liability concerning this Network.
Furthermore, you agree and accept that: this Network, and all of its
operations, shall not be error free or uninterrupted; the Network shall
not necessarily be free of viruses or similar contamination or
destructive features; and the Network is provided “as is”, with all
faults and without warranties, representations or covenants of any
kind; and all warranties, representations and covenants whether
express or implied, statutory, or otherwise, regarding
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, accuracy, truth,
quality, completeness, suitability, reliability, authenticity, validity or
non-infringement, of the Network and any other content therein are
completely denied and disclaimed, except to the extent that such
disclaimers are held to be legally invalid by a court of competent
jurisdiction.

2. IP Infringement. Copying or distributing material found on the
Internet may infringe on copyright or other intellectual property
rights of others. The Centre is not responsible for such infringements
by you.

3. Internet Content. The Internet is an unregulated, global environment
and should be used with care. Information found on the Internet may
not be accurate, complete or current. Customers who use the
Internet must carefully assess the information they receive from this
medium. The Centre does not control information on the Internet
and assumes no responsibility for any direct or indirect claims,
damages or costs sought by users or third parties arising from the
Centre’s provision of access to Internet services through this
Network. The Centre takes no responsibility for third party content
(including any viruses or other disabling features), nor does the
Centre have any obligation to monitor such third party content.

4. Internet Connectivity. If you are connecting to the Internet through
the Network, be aware that wireless telecommunications
connections are prone to loss of connection due to limited broadcast
range, interference caused by physical structures and external
interference (including interference with the radio signal through
jamming, competing broadcasts on same frequency and



temporary electro-magnetic influences). This instability can result in the 
loss or corruption of data in transmission. In addition, any wireless 
transmission is capable of interception, even if you are sending data 
through a secure website (an “https” URL). The Centre has no 
responsibility or liability to you resulting from any such loss or 
corruption of data, or from data interception or other consequences of 
your use of an unsecured wireless communications service. 

Exclusion of Liability and Release 
By using this Network you acknowledge and agree that your access and 
use of this Network is at your own risk, and that the Centre, its owners, 
officers, directors, shareholders, employees, partners or any of the 
parties involved in creating, producing, or delivering this Network 
(“Centre Parties”) shall not be liable for any damagers whatsoever, to 
the extent permitted by applicable law, including any direct, third party, 
incidental, consequential, indirect, punitive, exemplary or special 
damages, or any other losses, costs or expenses of any kind (including 
legal fees, expert fees or other disbursements) which may arise, directly 
or indirectly, regardless of whether or not such liability or damages arise 
in contract, tort, negligence, detrimental reliance, equity, statutorily, or 
otherwise, and even if Centre Parties have been advised of the 
possibility of such potential liability, in any connection with your reliance 
on, use of or inability to use this Network, or in connection with your 
downloading of any materials, text, data, images, video or audio through 
this Network, including anything caused by any transmission defects, 
viruses, bugs, worms, destructive features, human action or inaction of 
any computer system, phone line, hardware, software or program 
malfunctions, or any other errors, failures or delays in computer 
transmissions or network connections. 

You hereby agree to irrevocably release the Centre Parties from all such 
liability, and you waive all rights with respect to any claim and 
compensation in connection therewith. You agree and confirm that this 
exclusion on liability is fair and reasonable in the circumstances of these 
Network Terms. 

Indemnification 
You agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Centre Parties 
against any claims, damages, loss, harm, costs, liabilities and expenses 
(including reasonable lawyers’ fees) arising out of or in any 



way related to your access to and use of this Network, including any 
materials (or other content) that you post, store or otherwise transmit on 
or through the Network, your conduct, your use or inability to use the 
Network, your breach or alleged breach of the Network Terms or of any 
representation, covenant or warranty contained herein, your unauthorized 
use of the Network content, or your violation of any rights of any other 
person. 

Applicable Law 
This Network is controlled, operated and administered by the Centre in the 
Province of Ontario, Canada. You hereby acknowledge and agree that 
your access and use of this Network is deemed to have occurred in the 
Province of Ontario and that your activities concerning this Network have 
a real and substantial connection with the Province of Ontario and that all 
matters relating to your access and use of this Network shall be 
exclusively governed by the laws of the Province of Ontario and the 
federal laws of Canada applicable therein (without reference to conflicts of 
laws principles), and excluding the body of law applicable to choice of law 
and excluding the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the 
International Sale of Goods if applicable. You hereby submit and attorn to 
the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts in the Province of Ontario and 
the applicable federal court of Canada and that such venue is the most 
appropriate and convenient concerning your use of this Network. 

If the Centre is obligated to go to court, to enforce any of its rights, or to 
collect any fees, you agree to reimburse the Centre for its legal fees, costs 
and disbursements if the Centre is successful. 

Severability 
If any clause in these Network Terms is found to be unenforceable, 
wherever possible, this will not affect any other clause and each will 
remain in full force and effect. If any provision or part thereof of these 
Network Terms is wholly or partially unenforceable, a court of competent 
jurisdiction shall put in place thereof an enforceable provision or 
provisions, or part thereof, that as nearly as possible reflects the terms of 
the unenforceable provision or part thereof. In the event that an 
enforceable replacement for such provision cannot be reached, you agree 
that: (i) such provision shall be excluded from these Network Terms; (ii) 
the balance of these Network Terms shall be interpreted as if such 
provision were so excluded; and, (iii) the balance of these Network Terms 



shall be enforceable in accordance with the terms as interpreted in 
accordance with (ii) above mentioned. 

General 
You agree that any waiver of any provision of the Network Terms shall 
only be effective if in writing and signed by the Centre. The Centre’s failure 
to insist upon or enforce strict performance of any provision of these 
Network Terms shall not be construed as a waiver of any provision or right.
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